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SUMMARY
Anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) is an aggressive, CD30+ T cell lymphoma of children and adults. ALK
fusion transcripts or mutations in the JAK-STAT pathway are observed in most ALCL tumors, but the mech-
anisms underlying tumorigenesis are not fully understood. Here, we show that dysregulated STAT3 in ALCL
cooccupies enhancers with master transcription factors BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 to form a core regulatory
circuit that establishes and maintains the malignant cell state in ALCL. Critical downstream targets of this
network in ALCL cells include the protooncogene MYC, which requires active STAT3 to facilitate high levels
of MYC transcription. The core autoregulatory transcriptional circuitry activity is reinforced by MYC binding
to the enhancer regions associated with STAT3 and each of the core regulatory transcription factors. Thus,
activation of STAT3 provides the crucial link between aberrant tyrosine kinase signaling and the core tran-
scriptional machinery that drives tumorigenesis and creates therapeutic vulnerabilities in ALCL.
INTRODUCTION

Anaplastic large cell lymphoma (ALCL) is a CD30+ subtype of

T cell lymphoma, with approximately half of all patients exhibiting

chromosomal rearrangements involving the ALK gene.1–6 Treat-

ment with ALK inhibitors can achieve impressive complete re-

sponses in ALCL cells that express the NPM1-ALK fusion onco-

gene, and platelet-derived growth factor receptor inhibitors are

effective for a subset of these patients.7 However, long-term

ALK inhibition can lead to relapse, and the overall survival for

ALK� patients remains poor.8–11 ALK� ALCLs have been found

to harbor recurrent activating mutations in JAK1, TYK2, ROS1,

and STAT3, each of which results in dysregulation of the Janus

kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-

STAT) signaling pathway.12,13 Recent preclinical studies of tar-

geted therapy with tyrosine kinase inhibitors, such as JAK1/2

and TYK2 inhibitors, have shown efficacy in models of geneti-

cally defined ALK� ALCL subsets.7,13,14 Otherwise, treatment

strategies for ALK� patients are limited to chemotherapeutic reg-
Cell Re
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imens such as CHOP (cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincris-

tine, prednisone), which are usually ineffective at managing the

disease.15

The JAK-STAT pathway is a highly conserved signaling

cascade activated by receptor tyrosine kinases in response to

binding a wide range of cytokines and growth factors.16 JAK-

STAT and other signaling pathways provide most types of cells

with a mechanism for relaying information from the extracellular

microenvironment to the nucleus, where transcriptional effectors

such as STAT3 regulate gene expression in a cell-type-specific

manner.17 However, the mechanisms explaining how STAT3 in-

teracts with cell-type-specific enhancers and how dysregulation

of these pathways results in ALCL tumorigenesis are poorly

understood.

In this study, we show that activation of STAT3, a terminal

effector of the JAK-STAT signaling pathway, interacts with a

set of key transcription factors that form an interconnected au-

toregulatory loop called the transcriptional core regulatory circuit

(CRC) governing the ALCL gene expression program.18We show
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that this autoregulatory transcriptional loop consists of BATF3,

IRF4, and IKZF1, and drives high levels of expression of each

of these transcription factors due to positive feedback that

each transcription factor exerts on the super- or stretch-en-

hancers associated with each of these genes.19,20 As we and

others have shown, STAT3 is activated downstream of ALK or

due to direct mutation or fusion of genes, including JAK1,

JAK2, TYK2, or ROS1.12,13,21 Aberrantly activated STAT3 binds

concomitantly with each of the CRC transcription factors in small

regions of�1 kb of open chromatin within their super-enhancers

as part of the autoregulatory loop of transcription factor genes,

mediating high levels of expression of MYC and each member

of the CRC. These results provide insights into the mechanisms

by which oncogenic tyrosine kinase signaling pathways collabo-

rate with CRC transcription factors to drive the oncogenic gene

expression program in ALCL.

RESULTS

Core regulatory transcription factors and STAT3
cooperate to drive the ALCL gene expression program
Based on prior work examining chromatin structure in pediatric

leukemias and solid tumors, we began experiments to identify

the transcriptional core regulatory circuit that mediates the

oncogenic cell state in ALCL.22,23 We first performed enhancer

profiling using chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing

(ChIP-seq) for H3K27ac because genes encoding CRC tran-

scription factors are generally regulated by large cis-regulatory

elements called super- or stretch-enhancers. Super-enhancers

are clusters of transcriptional enhancer elements that concen-

trate large amounts of the transcriptional machinery into biomol-

ecular condensates capable of driving high levels of gene

expression from target promoters.19,24 A group of 38 genes en-

coding transcription factors was consistently associated with

super-enhancers across at least five of eight analyzed ALCL

cell lines, which include both ALK translocated and ALK�

ALCL subtypes (Figure 1A). ChIP-seq coverage tracks demon-

strated that each of these genes is associated with a region

very highly enriched with the acetylation of H3K27, meeting the

criteria for super-enhancer in all eight ALCL cell lines, one

ALCL patient-derived xenograft, and one primary patient ALCL

(Figures 1B–1D). Next, we examined the expression levels of

these 3 transcription factors in over 1,200 cancer cell lines

included in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia.25 We found that

BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 are highly expressed in transcriptomic

analyses from each of the 10 ALCL cell lines included in this data-

set, as highlighted in red in Figures 1E–1G. Thus, the very high

level of expression of these three transcription factors in ALCL,

regardless of whether individual cell lines have a translocated

and activated ALK gene, led us to postulate that BATF3, IRF4,

and IKZF1 form an essential CRC that determines the cell state

in ALCL.

The CRC is an interconnected autoregulatory loop of super-

enhancer-driven transcription factors that cooperatively regulate

an extended network of genes that establishes cell state.18,26

The enhancers associated with BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 were

each highly enriched in H3K27ac across all of the samples we

examined, including NPM-ALK+ and ALK� cell lines (Figure 2A).
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To test whether these transcription factors fulfill the interconnec-

tivity requirements of CRC members, we performed CUT&RUN

sequencing assays with antibodies specific for each of these

factors to identify regions of sequence-specific genomic occu-

pancy (Figures 2B–2D). For comparison, we also assayed the

histone acetylation reader BRD4 and the MED1 component of

the mediator complex. We found that BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1

proteins each bind together within small regions of open chro-

matin (�1 kb) within their own and one another’s regulatory en-

hancers. To demonstrate the interconnected regulation within

this CRC, we used an antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) approach

to mediate knockdown of the individual members of the CRC.

Knockdown of each of the CRCmembers showed a pronounced

and significant downregulation of BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 RNAs

after 72 h, thus affirming that each of these transcription factors

is critical for the regulation of its own expression and those of

each of the other two CRC transcription factors (see Figure S1).

To demonstrate the effects of pharmacologic degradation of a

single CRC component, we treatedMAC2A ALCL cells with a se-

ries of immunomodulatory drug compounds capable of degrad-

ing IKZF1 and found that IKZF1 disruption resulted in reduced

cell growth and viability (Figure S2A). In addition to being the

most potent degrader of IKZF1, continuous treatment with these

degraders for 5 days showed that iberdomide was the most

effective in reducing the growth of two different ALCL cell lines

(Figures S2B and S2C). Thus, IKZF1, BATF3, and IRF4 form an

interconnected, autoregulatory transcriptional loop, with single

components being essential for ALCL cell growth and IKZF1 be-

ing susceptible to targeted disruption.

STAT3 and the CRC transcription factors BATF3, IRF4,
and IKZF1 are selective gene dependencies in ALCL
Tumor-selective gene dependencies have been proposed as po-

tential targets for cancer therapy because they are preferentially

required for the growth and survival of tumor cells.27,28 The

DepMap Consortium has conducted genome-scale CRISPR-

Cas9 dependency screens in over 1,000 cancer cell lines,

including 5 ALCL cell lines.28,29 We analyzed these results and

found a small group of genes, each of which qualifies as a selec-

tive dependency in ALCL cell lines compared to cancer cells

derived from other lineages. Notably, the core regulatory tran-

scription factors BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 were selectively

essential in ALCL cells compared to cell lines derived from other

tumor types (Figure 3A). ALCL cells were also selectively depen-

dent on the signaling transcription factor STAT3, a terminal

effector of the JAK-STAT pathway that has recently emerged

as an attractive target in ALCL (Figure 3A).12,30 Two additional

nontranscription factor selective gene dependencies, PTPN2

and SBNO2, were also revealed. PTPN2 encodes a protein tyro-

sine phosphatase known to dephosphorylate JAK1 and

STAT3.31–33 PTPN2 has also been reported to regulate ALK

phosphorylation and activity, with a potential role in resistance

to ALK inhibition.34 Less is known about SBNO2, a transcrip-

tional co-regulator, which has been reported as a downstream

target of interleukin-10 (IL-10) and STAT3 signaling in hemato-

poietic cells, both of which have also been shown to play a

role in resistance to ALK inhibition in ALCL.35,36 Overall, each

of these selective gene dependencies in ALCL appears to be a
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Figure 1. Highly selectively expressed transcription factors are associated with super-enhancers in human ALCL

(A) Enhancer profiling of ALCL cell lines revealed a conserved set of super-enhancers associated with transcription factor encoding genes (n = 38). Highlighted in

red are super-enhancer-associated transcription factors that are also dependencies in ALCL (see Figure 3A).

(B–D) Normalized ChIP-seq alignment tracks for H3K27ac reveal enhancer regions associated with the BATF3 (B), IRF4 (C), and IKZF1 (D) gene loci in ALCL.

ChIP-seq read densities (y axis) were normalized to reads per million reads sequenced from each sample. Red bars indicate the location of super-enhancers.

(E–G) Transcript levels (y axis) of BATF3 (E), IRF4 (F), and IKZF1 (G), ranked by gene expression (x axis) across cell lines. Ten ALCL cell lines (shown in red) are

compared to n = 1,396 cell types derived from other lineages (shown in gray).
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member of the CRC or draws focus to the JAK-STAT signaling

pathway as a crucial mediator of ALCL identity.

To test the contribution of STAT3, alone and in combination

with iberdomide, we treated three different cell lines with two
different STAT3 inhibitors, STAT3-IN-3 or Stattic, and found

that each of these inhibitors significantly reduced viable cell

numbers after 72 h (Figure S2D). Iberdomide also reduced the

growth of these ALCL cells, as it did in the experiments shown
Cell Reports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024 3
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Figure 2. Identification and validation of an interconnected core transcriptional regulatory circuit in ALCL

(A) Ranking of enhancers by H3K27ac signal associated with genes in NPM-ALK+ (K299, SR786, and JB6) and ALK– (MAC1, MAC2A, and FE-PD) ALCL cells.

BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 were associated with super-enhancers across all ALCL cell lines.

(B–D) CUT&RUN sequencing alignment tracks for MED1, BRD4, BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1, as well as IgG and H3K27me3 (controls) in MAC2A cells, overlaid with

H3K27ac ChIP-seq, shown at the gene loci forBATF3 (B), IRF4 (C), and IKZF1 (D). Read densities (y axis) were normalized to reads per million reads sequenced in

each sample.
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in Figures S2B and S2C). The effects of these drugs in reducing

cell growth were at least additive because the combination of

STAT3 inhibitors with iberdomide yielded an even more remark-

able and efficacious reduction in ALCL cell growth, as demon-

strated in Figure S2D.

ALCL tumors frequently harbor driver translocations activating

the ALK tyrosine kinase receptor or mutations activating compo-

nents of JAK-STAT signaling pathways.12 The terminal signaling

effector of either event is the activation of STAT3, which be-

comes hyperphosphorylated, dimerizes, and then enters the nu-

cleus to bind to its genomic signal response elements to activate

key target genes in a sequence-dependent manner.21,37–39

Based on this information and our finding of selective STAT3 de-

pendency in ALCL, we focused on the role of STAT3 and its inter-

action with the CRC. We first examined the extent of localized

H3K27ac by ChIP-seq, marking potential enhancers near the

STAT3 gene. The cis-regulatory enhancers associated with

STAT3 did not meet the quantitative H3K27ac enrichment

threshold for a super-enhancer in most ALCL cells, despite

high expression levels of both STAT3 transcript and protein in
4 Cell Reports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024
ALCL (Figure S3). Instead, high occupancy of BATF3, IRF4,

IKZF1, and STAT3was primarily detected at theSTAT3 promoter

(Figure 3B). We conclude that STAT3 lacks a conserved autore-

gulatory super-enhancer in ALCL cells and therefore did not

meet our algorithmic criteria for defining a CRC transcription fac-

tor gene.

However, consistent with collaboration between STAT3 and

the CRC, genome-wide occupancy analysis showed that the

STAT3 protein binds concomitantly with BATF3, IRF4, and

IKZF1 at H3K27ac-marked regions throughout the genome (Fig-

ure 3C). Unlike most transcription factors, STAT3 is highly

dependent on post-transcriptional regulation through phosphor-

ylation and dimerization downstream of activation of tyrosine ki-

nases such as ALK or JAK family members.37 Therefore, STAT3

functions as a signal-responsive transcription factor ordinarily

dependent on the stimulation of receptor tyrosine kinases before

it is activated to cooperate with CRC transcription factors in con-

trolling gene expression.24 This concept can also explain why the

expression of STAT3 is observed in many cell types, but depen-

dency on STAT3 is restricted to ALCL and a limited number of
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Figure 3. Tumor-selective gene dependencies in ALCL include the CRC and STAT3

(A) Scatterplot showing dependency effect size (x axis) and ALCL selectivity (y axis) for all protein-coding genes. Genes encoding transcription factors are

highlighted in red, and all other protein classes are shown in black.

(B) CUT&RUN sequencing alignment tracks for MED1, BRD4, BATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, and STAT3, as well as immunoglobulin G (IgG) and H3K27me3 (controls) in

MAC2A cells, overlaid with H3K27ac ChIP-seq at the STAT3 locus. Gray bar indicates the location of a typical enhancer peak.

(C) Genome-wide cooccupancy for H3K27ac, MED1, BRD4, BATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, and STAT3 determined by ChIP-seq/CUT&RUN sequencing. Genomic regions

(rows) were defined as those enriched in sequencing reads for at least 1 target and are ranked by the H3K27ac signal therein.

(D) CUT&RUN sequencing alignment tracks for MED1, BRD4, BATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, STAT3, and IgG (control) in MAC2A cells, overlaid with H3K27ac ChIP-seq at

the BATF3 locus. Red bar indicates the location of a super-enhancer.
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other cell types where STAT3 signaling is active (Figure S3B). In

ALCL cells, STAT3 occupancy was observed at super-en-

hancers associated with CRC transcription factors, indicating a

role in reinforcing the expression of this positive feedback loop

(Figure 3D). These results demonstrate that dysregulation of

STAT3 by NPM-ALK or other driver mutations allows it to func-

tion as a de facto CRC component in ALCL, collaborating with

BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 to establish an oncogenic transcription

program and malignant cell state.
Activated STAT3 collaborates with CRC transcription
factors to drive MYC expression
Upon activation, signaling transcription factors become highly

concentrated at gene enhancers that are cooccupied by core

regulatory transcription factors.24 To understand the effects of

activated STAT3 on the tumor transcriptome, we performed

spike-in normalized mRNA-seq analysis on MAC2A (PCM1-

JAK2+) cells treated with the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib, and

JB6 (NPM-ALK+) cells treated with the ALK inhibitor crizotinib,
Cell Reports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024 5
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Figure 4. ALK or JAK inhibition attenuates

STAT3-driven MYC expression

(A and B) Volcano plot showing changes in transcript

levels when MAC2A cells (A) were treated with rux-

olitinib (JAK1 and JAK2 inhibitor) (1 mM, 24 h) and

when JB6 cells (B) were treated with crizotinib (ALK

inhibitor) (1 mM, 24 h).

(C and D) ChIP-seq for H3K27ac and CUT&RUN

sequencing alignment tracks for BATF3, STAT3, and

IgG and H3K27me3 controls shown at the MYC

gene locus in MAC2A (C) and JB6 (D) cells.

(E and F) Western blot time course showing the

protein levels of phospho-STAT3 (Y705), total

STAT3, MYC, and ACTB in MAC2A cells (E) treated

with ruxolitinib (1 mM) and JB6 cells (F) treated with

crizotinib (1 mM) for up to 24 h.
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to determine fold change in global transcript levels at 24 h

(Figures 4A and 4B). Notably, MYC transcript levels (highlighted

in red in Figures 4A and 4B) were among the most significantly

downregulated in both cell lines (Figures 4A, 4B, and S4). Next,

we performed ChIP-seq/CUT&RUN with an antibody specific

for STAT3 in three ALCL cell lines—JB6 (ALK+), MAC2A

(ALK�), FE-PD (ALK�), and an ALK+ PDX model—and found

that STAT3 localizes with the CRC transcription factors BATF3,

IRF4, and IKZF1 at multiple epicenters across a super-enhancer

region associated with the MYC gene, suggesting that STAT3

cooperates with all three CRC transcription factors in the regula-

tion of MYC expression (Figures 4C, 4D, and S5). As shown in

Figure S6, incubation of both JB6 and MAC2A cells for 72 h

with the MYC-specific ASO mediated significantly reduced

MYC RNA expression levels. ASO-mediated knockdown of

MYC also significantly reduced mRNA expression levels of

BATF3 and IKZF1 in both the MAC2A and JB6 cell lines, thus

supporting co-regulation of MYC and CRCmembers (Figure S6).
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An immunoblotting time course of

MAC2A cells treated with ruxolitinib and

JB6 cells treated with crizotinib indicated

a complete loss of phosphorylation of

STAT3 (Y705) by 1 h following treatment

initiation (Figures 4E and 4F). Furthermore,

after the loss of detectable STAT3 phos-

phorylation, MYC protein levels were

significantly reduced, consistent with the

essential role of activated STAT3 for high

levels of expression of the MYC oncogene

in ALCL (Figures 4E and 4F).

STAT3 activation is necessary and
sufficient for MYC expression and
ALCL cell survival
To conclusively determine whether activa-

tion of STAT3 by NPM-ALK is the critical

event required for high levels of MYC

expression and cell viability in ALCL cells,

we tested whether a mutationally acti-

vated, phosphomimetic STAT3 protein

could rescue the effects of ALK inhibition
in JB6 cells. These cells were transducedwith a lentivirus encod-

ing an mEGFP-tagged STAT3Y640F-mutant cDNA. Mutation of

the STAT3 gene, such as the gain-of-function Y640F substitu-

tion, where the codon for tyrosine-640 is altered to encode for

phenylalanine, is often observed as a somatic mutation in

ALK� ALCL tumors.12 First, we compared the median lethal

dose (LD50) values of JB6 control (parental) and STAT3Y640F-ex-

pressing cells when challenged with ALK inhibitors. We found

that the LD50 is 3- to 10-fold higher in STAT3Y640F cells for both

crizotinib and alectinib, indicating that activation of STAT3 is suf-

ficient to rescue ALCL cell viability downstream of NPM-ALK in-

hibition (Figure 5A), which has also been shown in the context of

IL-10 receptor subunit a.36 Control and STAT3Y640F-expressing

JB6 cells were then treated with crizotinib and alectinib at

100 nM each, and cell growth was monitored daily for 72 h. Dur-

ing treatment, control cells rapidly lost viability and failed to pro-

liferate (Figure 5B). By contrast, STAT3Y640F-expressing cells

continued proliferating, further demonstrating that direct
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Figure 5. Expression of STAT3Y640F rescues

loss of cell growth and viability induced by

ALK inhibition

(A) Cell viability assays showing relative cell survival

of control and STAT3Y640F-expressing JB6 cells

treated with increasing concentrations of ALK in-

hibitors crizotinib or alectinib for 72 h.

(B) Cell proliferation time course assay showing the

relative growth of control and STAT3Y640F JB6 cells

treated with a single concentration of crizotinib or

alectinib (100 nM) for up to 72 h (error bars indicate

SD, ***p > 0.001).

(C) Western blot for phospho-STAT3 (Y705), total

STAT3 and b-actin in control, and STAT3Y640F JB6

cells treated with DMSO and crizotinib (100 nM) for

6 h.

(D) qPCR time course assaying MYC gene expres-

sion levels in JB6 control and STAT3Y640F cells

treated with crizotinib (100 nM) for 0, 1, and 3 h,

demonstrating that STAT3Y640F expression rescued

MYC expression at 3 h (error bars indicate SD,

***p > 0.001).
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activation of STAT3 can rescue cell growth and survival of ALK+

ALCL cells treated with an ALK tyrosine kinase inhibitor

(Figure 5B).

Next, we sought to assess the biochemical effects of the ALK

kinase inhibitor crizotinib on STAT3 phosphorylation in control

JB6 cells and cells expressing the STAT3Y640F mutant protein

by immunoblotting with a phospho-STAT3 (Y705) antibody (Fig-

ure 5C). Six hours after treatment with 100 nMcrizotinib, both the

control and transduced JB6 cells exhibited a loss of phosphory-

lation of the endogenous (unmutated) STAT3 protein. By

contrast, the STAT3Y640F mutant protein showed no reduction

in phosphorylation at Y705 following treatment with crizotinib,

indicating that it remains active despite the inhibition of NPM-

ALK (Figure 5C). Since our results in Figure 4 indicated that

STAT3 is an essential regulator of MYC gene transcription, we

assayed MYC transcript levels by quantitative real-time PCR

immediately following treatment with crizotinib in control and

STAT3Y640F cells. Three hours following the addition of 100 nM

crizotinib, MYC mRNA levels were reduced by 50% in control

cells compared to cells expressing STAT3Y640F, which retained

high levels of MYC RNA expression that were equivalent to the

levels in untreated cells (Figure 5D). These results demonstrate

that rescuing STAT3 activity with a gain-of-function mutation, re-

sulting in constitutive STAT3 phosphorylation independent of

ALK, is sufficient to retain high levels of MYC expression and
Cell Re
preservation of ALCL cell viability despite

the inhibition of ALK with small-molecule

kinase inhibitors.

STAT3 and MYC invade enhancers
driving CRC transcription factors
MYC family proteins play an essential role

in promoting transcription initiation and

elongation, and overexpression of MYC in

tumor cells causes general amplification

across the transcriptome of the cell.40,41

Highly abundant MYC proteins in tumor
cells have the potential to invade the super-enhancers of highly

expressed genes by binding to lower-affinity E-boxes, such

that MYC increases the transcriptional output and reinforces

oncogenic expression programs.42,43 To assess the genomic

cooccupancy of enhancers by MYC in ALCL, we performed CU-

T&RUN sequencing for MYC in MAC2A (PCM1-JAK2+) and JB6

(NPM-ALK+) cells. Along with BATF3 and STAT3, MYC binding

was strongly enriched at super-enhancers, including those asso-

ciated with the CRC transcription factor genes BATF3, IRF4, and

IKZF1 (Figures 6A–6C and S7A–S7C), as well as the typical

enhancer and promoter driving STAT3 and large super-enhancer

region associated withMYC (Figures 6D, 6E, S7D, and S7E). This

indicates that MYC expression also participates in a positive

feedback loop, which includes the STAT3 enhancer and pro-

moter, and functions as a component of the CRC by binding

and occupying the super-enhancers that control the expression

of their own genes and each of the other CRC transcription fac-

tors (Figure 6F).

DISCUSSION

Aberrant activation of signaling pathways downstream of tyro-

sine kinase proteins can drive abnormal cell growth and survival,

leading to oncogenic transformation.38,44–47 In ALCL, previous

studies have converged on the JAK-STAT pathway as the central
ports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024 7
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Figure 6. MYC invades super-enhancers driving CRC transcription factors

(A–E) H3K27ac ChIP-seq and CUT&RUN sequencing alignment tracks for BATF3, STAT3, MYC, and IgG and H3K27me3 controls in MAC2A cells, shown at the

gene loci forBATF3 (A), IRF4 (B), IKZF1 (C), STAT3 (D), andMYC (E). Read densities (y axis) were normalized to reads per million reads sequenced in each sample.

(F) Illustration showing howBATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, andMYC form an interconnected co-regulatory loop together with STAT3, which is activated by dysregulation of

ALK, JAK, ROS1, or TYK2. Rectangles illustrate regulatory elements, and gene loci and oval symbols illustrate proteins.
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driver of ALCL tumorigenesis, with STAT3 as a critical terminal

effector.12 In NPM-ALK+ ALCL, STAT3 is activated by NPM-

ALK, either directly or through intermediate JAK pathway ki-

nases, and is required for cell survival and maintaining the

neoplastic phenotype of ALCL cells.36,48 The ALK� subtype of

ALCL frequently harbors activating mutations in JAK1, ROS1,

TYK2, or STAT3 directly, indicating a critical role for STAT3 acti-

vation in both subtypes.12 Although STAT3 activation provides

essential progrowth signals required for ALCL tumorigenesis, it

is not fully understood how exactly STAT3 facilitates the malig-

nant identity of ALCL cells.

Chromatin profiling, enhancer mapping, and selective expres-

sion have recently emerged as useful strategies to identify onco-

genic transcription factor networks that are necessary for the

growth and survival of transformed tumor cells.49–52 Our previ-

ous work in ALCL used enhancer profiling to reveal a signaling

module through which the activated IL-2R cooperatively regu-

lates transcription with the master transcription factor
8 Cell Reports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024
BATF3.53 This finding highlighted the critical interplay between

IL-2R signaling and transcriptional regulation and indicated

that treatments targeting these essential pathways could be suc-

cessful at managing the disease. Here, we link BATF3, IKZF1,

and IRF4 together in an autoregulatory transcriptional loop called

the CRC. The IL-2RA and IL-2RB enhancers are bound by each

of the CRC members, implying that these key receptors are part

of the downstream regulatory targets of the ALCL CRC (Fig-

ure S8). Thus, rather than acting alone, BATF3 acts as part of a

multicomponent system that regulates the ALCL malignant cell

state. In addition, we link MYC transcription with the ALCL

CRC and show that MYC expression requires the activation of

STAT3 by tyrosine kinase signaling, which is highly active in

both ALK+ and ALK� ALCLs.

Profiling the enhancer landscape of NPM-ALK+ and ALK�

ALCL by H3K27ac ChIP-seq identified a conserved set of su-

per-enhancers associated with highly expressed genes that

encode transcription factors, several of which have been
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implicated in the pathogenesis of ALCL27,53–55 (Figure 1). Among

these highly expressed transcription factor genes, we demon-

strate that BATF3, IRF4, and IKZF1 are genetic dependencies

in ALCL and act as part of a super-enhancer-regulated ‘‘cell-

identity-intrinsic’’ interconnected autoregulatory loop (Figure 2).

Core regulatory transcription factors have emerged as highly se-

lective gene dependencies across a broad range of tumor

types.18,22,23,56 The gene regulatory activity of the CRC is essen-

tial for driving a lineage-specific transcription program andmain-

taining cell state.18

ALCL cells were not only selectively dependent on this small

group of core regulatory transcription factors but they were

also dependent on STAT3 (Figure 3). Unexpectedly, STAT3

does not meet our criteria for a CRC component since an autor-

egulatory super-enhancer does not drive its expression. Rather,

it is activated as a ‘‘signal-sensing’’ transcription factor whose

expression is not always super-enhancer regulated but can

participate in affecting enhancers of CRC transcription factors

when activated as an independent event through tyrosine phos-

phorylation. Once activated, STAT3 occupancy is restricted to

enhancers already occupied by the CRC, which likely explains

why activation of conserved signaling pathways can have dispa-

rate effects in different cell types that express unique combina-

tions of CRC transcription factors. Thus, STAT3 belongs to a

class of proteins referred to as signaling transcription factors,

which are activated by signaling cascades and then bind coop-

eratively to enhancers to exert conditional effects on the cellular

transcriptome.57,58 In this sense, signaling transcription factors

provide an additional level of regulation, allowing cytokine

signaling to regulate transcription via enhancers also occupied

by the CRC transcription factors. The ability of cytokine binding

to launch signaling pathways downstream of cell receptors, like

tyrosine phosphorylation of STAT3, may function as an on-off

switch for activation of the underlying CRC.24 In the case of

ALCL, the receptor signaling aspect usually required for STAT3

activation is subverted by the expression of constitutively active

tyrosine kinases that have become disconnected from their

normal conditional activation by cytokines produced by sur-

rounding signaling cells. Furthermore, in ALCL, the promiscuity

of STAT3 in binding most active enhancers is unusual, because

a smaller subset of enhancers is usually directly targeted by

signaling transcription factors.

In addition, we demonstrate that once activated, STAT3 binds

to the regulatory super-enhancers of MYC, driving high levels of

MYC expression and permitting MYC to co-regulate the ALCL

CRC (Figures 4 and 6). Other tumor types frequently use direct

amplification of the MYC gene59,60 or enhancer hijacking from

highly expressed genes by genomic structural rearrange-

ments.61,62 However, in ALCL tumor cells, activation of STAT3

provides a mechanism of MYC activation that is usually

controlled by ligand-receptor signaling, but in this tumor it is pro-

vided by constitutively activated ALK or JAK tyrosine kinases.

Here, we demonstrate the essential role of activated STAT3 in

drivingMYC expression by showing that the expression of a hy-

peractive STAT3Y640F mutant protein can rescue MYC levels,

along with the loss of cell growth and viability observed following

treatment with ALK inhibitors (Figure 5). Unlike the normal STAT3

protein that is dephosphorylated during ALK inhibitor treatment,
the STAT3Y640F mutant protein remains in the activated formwith

phosphorylation at Y705, even without ALK signaling. The

essential role of phosphorylated (active) STAT3 in the transfor-

mation of ALCL, whether NPM-ALK+ or ALK�, suggests that

treatments targeting STAT3 directly could be an effective treat-

ment strategy for ALK� or ALK-inhibitor-resistant ALCL.38,48

Activated STAT3 and the CRC transcription factors each

represent strong tumor-selective gene dependencies in ALCL,

regardless of ALK status. As the relationship between oncogenic

signaling pathways and transcriptional regulatory proteins be-

comes further resolved, targeted therapeutic strategies that

exploit the interconnectedness of these dependencies will

become attractive options for new therapies.

Limitations of the study
Although the conclusions of this study are supported by a broad

range of samples, including cell lines and patient-derived cells, a

comprehensive understanding of the core regulatory circuits and

transcriptional networks driving human ALCL will likely require

additional primary tumors with common and rare driver muta-

tions, and consider intratumor heterogeneity as well. In addition,

reduced CRC gene expression following MYC knockdown does

not rule out the possibility that these transcription factors are

downregulated indirectly, since reduction in MYC activity re-

duces the overall pool of biomolecular ingredients needed for

transcription. The direct effect of MYC on CRC gene expression

via binding to their associated enhancers, relative to the indirect

contribution through binding promoters of its canonical target

genes, is an unresolved question in the field.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

BATF3 R&D systems Cat#AF7437; RRID: AB_11127798

BRD4 (E2A7X) Cell Signaling Cat#13440; RRID: AB_2687578

H3K27ac Abcam Cat#ab4729; RRID: AB_2118291

IKZF1 (D6N9Y) Cell Signaling Cat#14859; RRID: AB_2744523

IRF4 (D6P5H) Cell Signaling Cat#15106; RRID: AB_2798709

MED1 Bethyl Laboratories Cat#A300-793A; RRID: AB_577241

MYC Cell Signaling Cat#5605; RRID: AB_1903938

STAT3 (D3Z2G) Cell Signaling Cat#126403; RRID: AB_2799645

Mouse IgG Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat#sc-2025; RRID: AB_737182

H3K27me3 Abcam Cat#ab192985; RRID: AB_2650559

CUTANA Rabbit IgG Epicypher Cat#130042; RRID: AB_2923178

p-STAT3 (Y705) Cell Signaling Cat#9145; RRID: AB_2491009

STAT3 (124H6) Cell Signaling Cat#9139; RRID: AB_331757

ACTB Cell Signaling Cat#4970; RRID: AB_2223172

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H + L)

Secondary Antibody, HRP

Life Technologies Cat#32460; RRID: AB_1185567

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H + L)

Secondary Antibody, HRP

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#62-6520; RRID: AB_2533947

Bacterial and virus strains

One shot Stbl 3 Chemically Competent E. coli Invitrogen Cat#C737303

Biological samples

Patient-derived xenografts (PDX) ALCL sample DFCI CPDM WCTL-81162-Q13

Patient tumor (ALCL) Liang et al.53

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Crizotinib Medchem Express Cat#HY-50878

Ruxolitinib Medchem Express Cat#HY-50856

Alectinib Medchem Express Cat#HY-13011

Thalidomide Medchem Express Cat#HY-14658

Lenalidomide Medchem Express Cat#HY-A0003

Avadomide Medchem Express Cat#HY-100507

Iberidomide Medchem Express Cat#HY-101291

STAT3-IN-3 Medchem Express Cat#HY-128588

Stattic Medchem Express Cat#HY-13818

FuGene HD Promega Cat#E2311

Sodium chloride Sigma Aldrich Cat#S9888

Formaldehyde Sigma Aldrich Cat#252549

RNase Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#EN0531

Triton X-100 Sigma Aldrich Cat#T8787

DMSO Fisher Scientific Cat#BP231-100

HEPES Life Technologies Cat#15630080

CaCl2 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#AAJ63122AE

MnCl2 Sigma Aldrich Cat#M1028

Spermidine trihydrochloride Sigma Aldrich Cat#S2501

(Continued on next page)
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Digitonin Sigma Aldrich Cat#300410

EDTA Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#AM9260G

EGTA Westnet. Inc. Cat#BM-151

KCL Invitrogen Cat#AM9640G

Glycogen Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# R0561

Critical commercial assays

Concanavalin A (ConA) Conjugated

Paramagnetic Beads

Fisher Scientific Cat#NC1526856

MinElute PCR purification kit Qiagen Cat#28004

Dynabeads Antibody Coupling Kit Invitrogen Cat#14311D

pAG-MNase EpiCypher Cat#15-1016

E. coli Spike-in DNA EpiCypher Cat#18-1401

ERCC RNA Spike-In Mix Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#4456740

FastStart Universal SYBR Green Master (Rox) Millipore SIGMA Cat#4913914001

RNeasy MINI kit Qiagen Cat#74104

SuperScriptTM III Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#12574026

CellTiter-Glo Promega Cat#G7570

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed ChIP-seq, CUT&RUN

and RNA-seq data (for details see samples

listed below and in Table S1)

This paper GEO: GSE212077

ChIP-seq samples

K299, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM4815740

K299, Input Liang et al.53 GSM4815739

JB6, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277976

JB6, Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277975

SR786, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277980

SR786, Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277979

SUDHL1, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277982

SUDHL1, Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277981

SUPM2, H3K27ac This paper GSM6508942

SUPM2, Input This paper GSM6508943

MAC1, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM4815743

MAC1, Input Liang et al.53 GSM4815742

MAC2A, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277986

MAC2A, Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277985

FE-PD, H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277984

FE-PD, Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277983

Patient tumor (ALCL), H3K27ac Liang et al.53 GSM5277988

Patient tumor (ALCL), Input Liang et al.53 GSM5277987

PDX (ALK+ ALCL), H3K27ac This paper GSM6508944

PDX (ALK+ ALCL), BATF3 This paper GSM6508945

PDX (ALK+ ALCL), STAT3 This paper GSM6508946

PDX (ALK+ ALCL), Input This paper GSM6508947

Cut & Run samples

MAC2A, MED1 (Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508924

MAC2A, BRD4 (Ctrl = IgG 2) This paper GSM6508925

MAC2A, BATF3 (Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508926

MAC2A, IRF4 (Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508927

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

MAC2A, IKZF1(Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508928

MAC2A, STAT3 (Ctrl = IgG 2) This paper GSM6508929

MAC2A, MYC (Ctrl = IgG 3) This paper GSM6508930

MAC2A, H3K27me3 (Ctrl = IgG 4) This paper GSM8059295

MAC2A, IgG_1 This paper GSM8059298

MAC2A, IgG_2 This paper GSM6508931

MAC2A, IgG_3 This paper GSM8059296

MAC2A, IgG_4 This paper GSM8059297

JB6, BATF3 (Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508932

JB6, STAT3 (Ctrl = IgG_1) This paper GSM6508933

JB6, MYC (Ctrl = IgG_2) This paper GSM6508935

JB6, H3K27me3 (Ctrl = IgG_3) This paper GSM8059292

JB6, IgG_1 This paper GSM6508934

JB6, IgG_2 This paper GSM8059293

JB6, IgG_3 This paper GSM8059294

RNA-seq samples

JB6 (replicate 1), DMSO This paper GSM6508865

JB6 (replicate 2), DMSO This paper GSM6508866

JB6 (replicate 3), DMSO This paper GSM6508867

JB6 (replicate 1), Crizotinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508868

JB6 (replicate 2), Crizotinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508869

JB6 (replicate 3), Crizotinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508870

MAC2A (replicate 1), DMSO This paper GSM6508871

MAC2A (replicate 2), DMSO This paper GSM6508872

MAC2A (replicate 3), DMSO This paper GSM6508873

MAC2A (replicate 1), Ruxolitinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508874

MAC2A (replicate 2), Ruxolitinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508875

MAC2A (replicate 3), Ruxolitinib (1mM, 24h) This paper GSM6508876

Experimental models: Cell lines

Karpas299 (K299) Prof. Merkel, Medical University

of Vienna, Austria

RRID:CVCL_V404

JB6 Prof. Merkel, Medical University

of Vienna, Austria

RRID:CVCL_H633

SR786 DSMZ ACC 369

SUDHL1 ATCC CRL-2955

SUPM2 DSMZ Cat#ACC 509

MAC1 Prof. Merkel, Medical University

of Vienna, Austria

RRID:CVCL_H631

MAC2A Prof. Merkel, Medical University

of Vienna, Austria

RRID:CVCL_H637

FE-PD Prof. Merkel, Medical University

of Vienna, Austria

RRID:CVCL_H614

HEK293T ATCC Cat#CRL-3216, RRID:CVCL_0063

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid Il2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ The Jackson Laboratory RRID:IMSR_JAX:005557

Oligonucleotides

ACTB fw: AGAGCTACGAGCTGCCTGAC This paper N/A

ACTB rev: AGCACTGTGTTGGCGTACAG This paper N/A

BATF3 fw: GTTGCTGCTCAGAGAAGTCGG This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

BATF3 rev: TCTCCGCAGCATGGTGTTTTC This paper N/A

IRF4 fw: AGCCACTACGTCCCGGATCA This paper N/A

IRF4 rev: CGGCAGACCTTATGCTTGGC This paper N/A

IKZF1 fw: CTGGCAGGGCAGAGGGAG This paper N/A

IKZF1 rev: GGGGGCTTTCCTTCCCTGAA This paper N/A

MYC fw: GCTGCTTAGACGCTGGATTT Gill et al.63 N/A

MYC rev: CTCCTCCTCGTCGCAGTAGA Gill et al.63 N/A

MYCASO-3: 50-TTCACCATGTCTCCTC-30 Gill et al.63 N/A

MYCASO-9: 50-GGTACAAGCTGGAGGT-30 Gill et al.63 N/A

MYCASO-13: 50-GTAGTTGTGCTGATGT-30 Gill et al.63 N/A

BATF3 ASO: 50-GGGACAGCGCCCGT-30 Qiagen N/A

IKZF1 ASO: 50-GGGCCCGGCGCGG-30 Qiagen N/A

IRF4 ASO: 50-ACCTCGCACTCTCAG-30 Qiagen N/A

MALAT1 ASO Qiagen N/A

Negative Control ASO Qiagen N/A

Recombinant DNA

Plasmid: pTwist-mEGFP-STAT3(Y640F) Puro Twist biosciences N/A

Plasmid: psPAX Addgene Cat#12259

Plasmid: pMD2.G Addgene Cat#12260

Software and algorithms

GraphPad Prism (Version 9.4.0) GraphPad RRID:SCR_002798

Microsoft Excel Microsoft RRID:SCR_016137

IGV (Version 2.16.2) Thorvaldsdóttir et al.64 RRID:SCR_011793

ROSE Whyte et al.19 and Loven et al.65 RRID:SCR_017390

MACS v1.4 Zhang et al.66 RRID:SCR_013291

SAMTOOLS Li et al.67 RRID:SCR_002105

BEDTools Quinlan et al.68 RRID:SCR_006646

Makewindows Quinlan et al.68

Intersect Quinlan et al.68

bamToGFF Loven et al.65

Other

Novex 4–20% Tris-Glycine Mini Gels,

WedgeWell format, 12-well

Life Technologies Cat#XP04202BOX

Bradford Reagent Bio-Rad Laboratories Cat#500-0205

Nitrocellulose Membrane Bio-Rad Laboratories Cat#1620112

labForce HyBlot CL� Autoradiography Film, 5 x 700 Thomas Scientific Cat#1141J51

cOmplete Mini EDTA-free Protease

Inhibitor Cocktail

Sigma-Aldrich Cat#11836170001

Super Signal West Pico PLUS

Chemiluminescent Substrate

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#34580

RPMI 1640 Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11875093

FBS Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#16000044

PBS Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#10010023

DMEM Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat#11995073

TE Buffer Life Technologies Cat#AM9849
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Mark W.

Zimmerman (mwz2002@gmail.com).

Materials availability
All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from the lead contact with a completedMaterials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability
d Raw and processed data files were deposited to the NCBI GEO server under super-series GSE212077 and are publicly avail-

able as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table and in Supplemental data Table S1.

d Software used for RNA-seq, ChIP-seq and CUT&RUN is publicly available from the indicated sources and the parameters used

for analysis are listed in the detailed STAR Methods section of this paper.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Patient-derived xenograft models
Both male and female NSG mice were purchased from the National Cancer Institute (Frederick, MD). Human ALCL patient-derived

xenograft cells (line: WCTL-81162-Q13), obtained from the Dana-Farber Center for Patient-Derived Models, were subcutaneously

implanted into the hind flanks of nine-to ten-week-old mice. When tumor volumes reached approximately 2000 mm3, mice were

euthanized, tumor cells were extracted and rinsed in PBS, fixed in PBS containing 1% formaldehyde for 10 min, washed with

PBS, and snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen for ChIP-seq experiments. Experimental protocols were approved by the Dana–Farber Can-

cer Institute Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), and mice were maintained according to institutional guidelines.

Cell lines
ALCL cell lines Karpas299, SUDHL1, JB6, SR-786, SUP-M2, FE-PD,MAC1, andMAC2Awere obtained fromATCC. All cell lineswere

cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with 10%FBS and 100 IU/mL penicillin. Cells were tested for mycoplasma every 3months with

the Mycoalert kit (Promega), and identity was confirmed by STR profiling (DFCI molecular diagnostics laboratory). Cell proliferation

assayswere performed by seeding 5000 cells per well in 96-well plates containing DMSO, crizotinib, alectinib, iberidomide, Stattic, or

STAT3-IN-3 (MedChemExpress, LLC). Cell viability was assayed with CellTiter-Glo according to the manufacturer’s protocol

(Promega).

METHOD DETAILS

Western blotting
Protein samples were collected and lysed using a radioimmunoprecipitation assay buffer containing protease and phosphatase in-

hibitors (Cell Signaling Technology). Lysates were quantified by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad), and 10 mg of extracted protein was sepa-

rated using Novex SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis reagents and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad Labo-

ratories). Membranes were blocked in 5% milk protein and incubated with primary antibodies overnight, followed by secondary

horseradish peroxidase–linked goat anti-rabbit and anti-mouse antibodies (1:1000) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Antibody-bound membranes were incubated with SuperSignal West Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

and developed using HyBlot CL autoradiography film (Thomas Scientific). The antibodies used for immunoblotting are listed in Sup-

plemental data Table S1.

Quantitative RT-PCR
Total RNA was harvested using the RNeasy kit (QIAgen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. First-strand synthesis was per-

formed with Superscript III (Invitrogen). Quantitative PCR analysis was conducted on the ViiA7 system (Life Technologies) with SYBR

Green PCR Master Mix (Roche) using validated primers specific to each target each gene.

RNA-sequencing
RNA isolation was performed using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen), and RNA quality was assessed on a Fragment Analyzer (Advanced

Analytical Technologies) � SS Total RNA 15nt. RNA-seq libraries were prepared using the Kapa mRNA HyperPrep Kit for Illumina

(Roche) with Poly(A) selection according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Library quantification was examined on a Fragment

Analyzer � HS NGS Fragment 1-6000bp and Qubit HS dsDNA Kit (Invitrogen). Libraries were pooled and sequenced to 150bp

paired-end on the Illumina NovaSeq platform. Sequencing data were analyzed as described previously.58
Cell Reports Medicine 5, 101472, March 19, 2024 e5
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RNA-sequencing analysis
Raw reads were aligned to the hg19 revision of the human reference genome to which the sequences of the ERCC spike-in probes

were added using hisat259 v2.1.0 in paired-end mode. Expression was quantified for all RefSeq genes downloaded 5/17/17 using

htseq-count with parameters -i gene_id –stranded = reverse -m intersection-strict. Differential expression significance was deter-

mined statistically using DEseq2 and its Wald-derived test and read counts from each sample individually.59

ChIP-sequencing and analysis
ChIP-seq was performed as previously described.50 The antibodies used for each experiment are listed in Supplemental data

Table S1. For each ChIP, 5 mg of antibody coupled to 2 mg of magnetic Dynabeads (Life Technologies) was added to 3 mL of son-

icated nuclear extract from formaldehyde-fixed cells. Chromatin was immunoprecipitated overnight, cross-links were reversed, and

DNA was purified by precipitation with phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol. DNA pellets were resuspended in 25 mL of TE buffer. Illu-

mina sequencing, library construction, and ChIP-seq analysis methods were previously described. Reads were aligned to the human

reference genome (hg19) using bowtie v1.2.2 with parameters –k 2 –m 2 –best and –l set to the read length. For visualization of single-

end data, WIG files were created from aligned read positions using MACS v1.4 with parameters –w –S –space = 50 –nomodel –shift-

size = 200 to artificially extend reads to 200 bp and to calculate their density in 50-bp bins. For visualization of paired-end data,

read-pairs were converted into fragments and used to quantify fragment coverage in 50bp genome-wide bins using bedtools make-

windows and intersect. Read counts in 50-bp bins were normalized to the millions of mapped reads, giving RPM values. Converted

bigWig files were visualized in the IGV browser version 2.16.2. The antibodies used for ChIP-seq are listed in the key resources table.

CUT&RUN sequencing and analysis
CUT&RUN sequencing was performed according to themanufacturer’s protocol with slight adaptations (Epicypher). Concanavalin A

(ConA) Conjugated Paramagnetic Beads (Fisher Scientific, #NC1526856) were initially activated using Bead Activation Buffer, con-

taining 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.9), 10 mM KCl, 1 mM CaCl2, and 1 mMMnCl2. After activation, beads were washed and resuspended,

preparing them for subsequent use. Cells were harvested and washed with RTWash Buffer, and gently combined with the previously

activated ConA beads to allow bead uptake by the cells. Next, antibodies for BATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, STAT3, MYC, MED1, BRD4,

H3K27me3 or IgG, were added to the cell-bead complexes for specific targeting and incubated overnight at 4�C on a rotator. The

following day, the cell-bead complexes were subjected to several washing and resuspension steps using Digitonin Buffer (Wash

Buffer containing 0.01% Digitonin). In the final phase, targeted chromatin digestion and release were achieved using 2.5 ml pAG-

MNase (EpiCypher, #15–1016), alongside the addition of e. coli Spike-in DNA (1.0 ng) (EpiCypher, #18–1401). DNA purification

was performed with the MinElute PCR purification kit (Qiagen, #28004). Illumina sequencing, library construction, and CUT&RUN-

Seq analysis methods were previously described. Raw sequencing reads were aligned to the hg19 revision of the human reference

genome using bowtie v1.2.2 in paired-end mode with parameters -k 2 -m 2 –best -X 600. For visualization of paired-end data, read

alignments were converted into fragments using samtools view, samtools sort, and bedtools bamtobed. Fragment coverage was

calculated in 50bp bins genome-wide using bedtools makewindows and bedtools intersect and were normalized to the millions

of mapped reads. Converted bigWig files were visualized in the IGV browser version 2.16.2. The antibodies used for CUT&RUN

sequencing are listed in the key resources table.

Patient-derived xenograft CUT&RUN-Seq processing
For patient-derived xenograft models, reads were first aligned to the mm9 revision of the mouse reference genome using bowtie

v1.2.2 in paired-end mode with parameters -k 2 -m 2 –best and the non-mapping reads were retained using –un. For the remaining

reads in the xenograft samples and all reads for other samples, reads were aligned to the human reference genome (hg19) using

bowtie v1.2.260 with parameters –k 2 –m 2 –best and –l set to the read length. Paired-end samples were aligned in paired-end

mode. For visualization of paired-end data, read-pairs were converted into fragments and used to quantify fragment coverage in

50bp genome-wide bins using bedtools makewindows and intersect. Read counts in 50-bp bins were normalized to the millions

of mapped reads, giving RPM values. Converted bigWig files were visualized in the IGV browser version 2.7.2. The antibodies

used for ChIP-seq are listed in key resources table as stated above.

Super-enhancer identification and assignment
Super-enhancers in ALCL cells were identified in each cell line separately, as previously described64 using ROSE (https://bitbucket.

org/young_computation/rose). Reads overlapping ENCODE-defined problematic regions were removed from both H3K27ac and

input BAM files using bedtools intersect against ENCFF001TDO. From the remaining reads, two sets of peaks of H3K27acwere iden-

tified using MACS, and the positions of aligned reads with parameter sets –keep-dup = auto –p 1e�9 and –keep-dup = all –p 1e�9.

The collapsed union of regions called using these MACS parameter sets was used as input for ROSE with parameters -s 12500 -t

1000 -g hg19. Enhancers were assigned to the single expressed gene, defined as being in the top two-thirds of the promoter

(TSS ±500 bp) H3K27ac coverage in a sample, whose transcription start site (TSS) was nearest the center of the enhancer.
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Coverage heatmaps
Heatmaps showing coverage of purified sequence fragments (i.e., ChIP-Seq and CUT&RUN-Seq) were built at 4kb windows

centered on the collapsed union of peaks for transcription factors. Peakswere identified usingMACS v1.4with corresponding control

and reads and parameters -p 1e�9 –keep-dup = auto. Coverage of reads was quantified in these regions using bamToGFF (https://

github.com/BradnerLab/pipeline/blob/master/bamToGFF.py) with parameter -m 50. Rows (regions) were ordered by the row sum of

the H3K27ac signal.

CRISPR-Cas9 dependency screen analysis
Public data from genome-scale CRISPR-Cas9 screens performed at the Broad Institute were downloaded from FigShare (https://

figshare.com/articles/dataset/DepMap_22Q2_Public/19700056/2). A total of n = 1086 cancer cell lines (including n = 5 ALCL lines)

were screened with the Avana library, containing 73,372 guides and an average of 4 guides per gene.65 The screens were conducted

in a pooled experiment as previously described.29,66 Genetic dependencies enriched in ALCL cell lines were identified using linear-

model analysis from the limma v3.38.3 R package67 by performing a two-tailed t-test for the difference in the distribution of gene

dependency scores in ALCL compared to all other cell lines screened as previously described.28 Statistical significance was calcu-

lated as a q-value derived from the p value corrected for multiple hypothesis testing using the Benjamini & Hochbergmethod (https://

www.jstor.org/stable/2346101). Transcription factor genes were highlighted based on a published list of human transcription

factors.68

Lentiviral transduction
The cDNA encoding mEGFP-tagged STAT3(Y640F), was synthesized and cloned into the pTwist lentiviral vector with puromycin

resistance cassette at Twist Biosciences. ALCL cells were transduced with lentiviruses packaged and isolated from HEK293T cells.

On Day 1, HEK293T cells were seeded and grown in DMEM medium to 60% confluency. On Day 2, pTwist-mEGFP-STAT3(Y640F)

was co-transfected with psPAX2, and MD2.G packaging plasmids using Opti-MEM and FugeneHD according to the manufacturer’s

protocol (Promega). Media was replaced on Day 3 with complete RPMI medium containing protamine sulfate. On Day 4, viral super-

natant was collected, filtered, and stored. On Day 5, viral supernatant was collected again. For lentiviral transduction, experimental

cells were resuspended in viral supernatant, centrifuged for 45 min at RT, and incubated with the virus for 48–72 h. Selection with

puromycin was started at 72 h post-transduction, lasting 3 days.

Design and transfection of oligonucleotides
All nucleic acid (LNA) antisense oligonucleotides used in this studywere 15–16 nucleotides in length and featured a phosphorothioate

backbone. They contained a central DNA nucleotide flanked by LNA nucleotides at both the 50 and 3’ ends. These ASOs were

sourced from QIAGEN and designed using the QIAGEN Antisense GapmeR Designer. In each experiment, 1x10̂ 6 cells were

reverse-transfected with ASOs at a concentration of 1 mM (for BATF3, IRF4, IKZF1, MALAT1, and CTRL ASOs) or 10 mM (for

MYCASO). Transfected cells were harvested for analysis within 24–72 h and subjected to RNA extraction and qPCR.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data from the ChIP-seq experiments were analyzed as described above. Cell viability data were analyzed with two-way ANOVA fol-

lowed by post-hoc t-test. Statistical significance was defined as a p value <0.05. Data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism 9.4.0, and

all error bars represent SD unless otherwise noted.
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